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Sliding
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PVC

Company Profile
Value and Beauty in quality



Coming from far
A story
FINESTRE ITALIA is an integral brand of 

NARDONE LEGNO. The story begins more 
than 50 years ago in the heart of an Italy 
full of imagination and hard work.
The dream of a small craftsman first 

became a small company of carpentry and later a 
production reality of national scope.

If every big business is based on the will and the 
ability to pursue and achieve the objectives, then 
NARDONE LEGNO and FINESTREITALIA are the 
perfect representation of what means will and 
capacity.
Over the last 50 years, the skills have evolved 
together with the company size and the range of 
solutions and products offered to its customers.
Today NARDONE LEGNO through the brand 
FINESTRE ITALIA offers its customers a complete 
range of solutions and products in the field of 
windows, shutters, doors and gates.

FINESTRE ITALIA is at the service of the aesthetic 
and functional needs of an increasingly demanding 
clientele that now extends to the rest of the world.
The true strength of a company, however, is not 
expressed only by extending its market but also by 
positively influencing its territory, leaving a mark of 
its personality.
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FINESTRE ITALIA is the result of experience, ability and technological expertise accumulated over 
decades of activity.Specific skills have been added to the craftsmanship in the choice of construction 
technologies and the most performing materials.
The mission of NARDONE LEGNO and of FINESTRE ITALIA is the same as the beginning: producing 
the best products, in the best possible way.

The company has over the years adapted and restructured to meet the needs arising from changes in 
the market.Through our products we want our passion for beauty to shine through, the quest for solidity, 
attention to safety and details.All this is FINESTRE ITALIA. This means being ambassadors of the real made 
in Italy in the world.

PASSION, TRADITION
TECHNOLOGY
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A range
complete with products 
for the building industry

FINESTREITALIA is above all beauty as well as 
functionality.
Our windows are created to add value and 
aesthetic value to any type of construction, both 
residential and commercial.

FRENCH WINDOWS and WINDOWS
WOOD
ALUMINUM
WOOD / ALUMINUM
ALUMINUM / WOOD
PVC
PVC / ALUMINUM

SHUTTERS
WOOD
ALUMINUM
STEEL

CLOSURES AND DOORS
ENTRANCE DOORS (Covered Wood and Armored Furniture)
METALLIC DOORS
INTERNAL DOORS (Wood and Laminates)
MULTIFUNCTION DOORS
FIRE DOORS

Direct Production
Our products are designed and manufactured to respond 
adequately and effectively to any type of request, from 
high-quality renovations, to the security and energy 
efficiency needs of contemporary homes, to the most 
complex projects.

RESIDENTIAL
INDUSTRIAL
COMMERCIAL
COMMUNITY’
ARCHITECTURAL AND HISTORICAL RECOVERIES
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The materials

Wood
FINESTRE ITALIA and NARDONE LEGNO use only 

the best raw materials to make products that are 
the maximum expression of technology, beauty, 
safety and durability.

Wood is the raw material that we know best and love. 
FINESTRE ITALIA and NARDONE LEGNO are in fact born 
as producers of wooden doors and windows.Wood is living 
matter, natural par excellence, beautiful, warm. Our wooden 
frames, in different woods, best represent the characteristics 
of insulation and thermal effect of this material.

Aluminium

PVC

Aluminum is a light and malleable metal. The advantages of 
using compared to other materials are many:
Lightness, durability, workability, aesthetics.
Its surface can be treated with a wide range of coatings 
(eg wood).

PVC is one of the most adaptable plastic materials, more 
insulating, non-flammable and has a very high resistance.
The high performance also in terms of sound insulation as 
well as thermal complements its economy. This material 
is the ideal solution for the construction of large doors or 
windows.
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in Numbers - data 2017
The company
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Accessories

FINESTRE ITALIA also guarantees for the quality of 
the accessory components of its products. From 
the design hardware, to the security hardware, 
through assembly and assembly accessories, 
FINESTRE ITALIA products represent the best, the 

state of the art in the sector.

All our lines can be customized through the combination of 
dozens of finishes and colors.

Hardware,
Finishes, colors

Certifications
The FINESTRE ITALIA products 
meet the standards required by 
the best certifying protocols in 
the sector.
Particular attention is given to 
the standards that refer to the 
characteristics of the materials 
in terms of energy efficiency and 
respect for the environment.

Partnership
FINESTRE ITALIA has chosen over the years a series of 
partners with whom it collaborates in providing products of 
the highest quality.

The purpose of the partnerships is to provide its customers 
always the best in terms of quality, convenience, safety, 
durability.

- ICA
- PONZIO ALUMINUM
- DIERRE DOORS AND ARMORED
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Many different profiles
for different uses

French
Windows

FINESTRE ITALIA windows and patio doors are 
the best combination of beauty and quality.
Choosing our windows means choosing safety, 
beauty and energy efficiency.

wood
wood/aluminum
aluminum
aluminum/wood
pvc
pvc/aluminum
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Choosing blinds and screeds FINESTRE ITALIA 
means choosing without compromise on safety and 
versatility.

The beauty of the shutters and blinds is perfectly 
combined with functionality and durability.

Blinds
Shutters
Scuroni
wood
aluminum
steel

Safety, Security, 
Privacy
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The interior doors proposed by FINESTRE ITALIA are the 
best in terms of quality and design.

From the latest trends to the great timeless classics, 
together with the highest standards in terms of armored 
solutions. The FINESTRE ITALIA products increase the 
value of any home adding style and warmth.

98

*  standard 
**  on request

Sentry 4, doppio battente, rivestimento interno modello TO
in rovere tinto wengè maniglieria ottone, copricerniera classic finitura ottone.
Sentry 4, double leaf, internal TO wengé stained oak panelling 
brass handle, brass finish class hinge cover.

IL VALORE
DELLA
SICUREZZA
THE VALUE OF SECURITY

Sentry ha un’anima d’acciaio. La scocca, 
al cui interno sono fissati speciali rinforzi 
verticali, consente più resistenza e rigidità 
all’intera struttura. Pannelli coibentati e fo-
noassorbenti, posti all’interno della scocca, 
offrono un eccellente isolamento termico e 
acustico. La lamina parafreddo a filo pavi-
mento, particolare indispensabile per una 
porta di sicurezza, protegge da spifferi d’aria 
e lame di luce, rientrando automaticamente 
all’apertura della porta.

Sentry has a steel core. The body, fitted with 
special internal vertical reinforcements, 
provides higher resistance and stiffness to 
the entire structure. Insulated and sound 
absorbing panels, mounted inside the 
bodywork, assure an excellent thermal 
and acoustic insulation. The cold-excluding 
sill, essential detail for a security door, 
protects from air drafts and light blades, 
withdrawing automatically when the door 
is opened.

wood
metal
security armored
covered

Interior doors
Entrance doors
Security Armored
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Multifunctional 
doors

16

Porta Ba.Se. preverniciata avorio

Ba.Se. door pre-painted ivory

84

LUXOR

Luxor satisfies the needs of hospitals, restaurants, public and private offices and wherever there is a need
for visibility. A glazed door completes the Visual fire door range using the same lock and hinges. Useful for
application in medium and large rooms typical of a single and double door and is available in the anti-panic
version or with handle/handle and there are no standard sizes. Personalisation is vast thanks to the
modular profile construction: from doors to French doors, from the side and fanlights, to fixed modules,
fitting on wall corners or within corridors. A range ideal for any architectural need. In addition to a wide
range of accessories, it can be personalised with coloured, orange peal, satin, double glazed or toughened
glass, in a wide range of colours and types. Thanks to its ample modularity, it is ideal for any type of
composition, giving the designer the possibility to choose both the form as well as the function. This
permits creative personalisation of the door depending on the ergonomic needs of its application. 

Luxor soddisfa le esigenze di ospedali, ristoranti, uffici pubblici e privati e
quant’altro imponga l’esigenza di visibilità. È una porta vetrata,
completamento di gamma della tagliafuoco Visual e utilizza stesse serrature e
cerniere. Utile per la chiusura di varchi di medie e grandi dimensioni, tipiche
di porte a 1 e 2 battenti è disponibile in versione antipanico o con
maniglia/maniglia e non sono previste misure standard. Grazie al sistema
costruttivo di profili modulari consente la più vasta scelta di
personalizzazione: dalla porta alla porta finestra, dai fianchi e sopraluci fissi,
ai moduli fissi, montaggio a spigolo oppure in corridoio. Una gamma
costruttiva per qualsiasi esigenza architettonica. Oltre alla disponibilità di
un’ampia fascia di accessori, è personalizzabile con finiture in vetro colorato,
bucciato, satinato, camera, oppure antisfondamento, in una vasta scelta di
colori e tipologie. In virtù della sua ampia modularità risulta vincente in
qualsiasi tipo di configurazione, lasciando al progettista la possibilità di
scegliere sia la forma sia il funzionamento. Questo permette di personalizzare
con creatività la chiusura secondo le esigenze ergonomiche del sito.

Porta vetrata blu ral 5010. 
Glazed Multifunction door blue ral 5010 85

9�

Split EI2 120 laccato RAL 5000
Split EI2 120 lacquered RAL 5000

54

POLICOLOR

Policolor is a plastic coated double panelled metal door, being a practical and flexible solution for all offices,
public and private buildings that is recommended for the completion of the range in respect of the
architectural requirements of wooden internal doors. Ideal for application in medium sized locations typical of
a 1 and 2 leafed door. Frame fitting without the need of brickwork, blank or glazed plastic coated steel
structure, with the typical strength of steel, standard and non-standard sizes, left and right hand opening,
standard honeycomb cardboard insulation, light weight and simple to use. Three piece frame kit which hugs
the internal and external sides of the wall, adaptable to any type of wall and thickness. Transparency with the
option of glazed opening in safety glass, choice of 5 colours, available in the anti-panic or handle/handle
versions. Simple and universal fitting without the need of brickwork by means of frame retaining clamps and
expansion bolts. Policolor satisfies the need for a modern and pleasing single or double leaf door with blank
or glazed fanlight. The ideal solution for the replacement of old wooden doors as well as new constructions.

Policolor è una porta metallica tamburata plastificata, una soluzione flessibile
e pratica per tutti gli uffici, enti pubblici e privati consigliata anche per il
completamento di gamma nel rispetto dell’architettura delle porte per interni
in legno. Idonea per la chiusura di varchi di medie dimensioni tipiche di porte
a 1 e 2 battenti. Telaio con posa a secco senza opere murarie, struttura in
acciaio plastificato cieca o finestrata, robustezza tipica dell’acciaio, misure
standard e fuori misura, mano d’apertura destra o sinistra, coibentazione
standard in cartone alveolare, leggerezza e praticità d’uso. Kit telaio in tre
pezzi avvolgente lo spessore del muro sul lato interno ed esterno adattabile a
ogni tipo di parete con qualsiasi spessore. Trasparenza con opzione
finestrature in vetro di sicurezza, gamma di colori in 5 variabili, disponibile in
versione antipanico o maniglia/maniglia. Applicazione facile e universale, da
fissare senza opere murarie tramite ganasce di serraggio e tasselli di blocco
telaio. Policolor soddisfa le esigenze di finitura moderne e piacevoli per
porte a una o due ante oppure con sopraluce cieco o vetrato. Soluzione
ideale sia per sostituzioni di vecchie porte in legno sia nuovi progetti.

Policolor, chiusura multifunzione 1B/2B su cerniere, 3 lati non reversibile in acciaio plastificato.
Policolor, ingle or double leaf Multifunction hinged door, non-reversible, 3 sided in plastic coated steel.  

For all needs related to commercial or work 
structures, the products guaranteed by FINESTRE 
ITALIA combine strength, elegance and functionality 
to the best.

Metal and
Garage doors
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Fire
doors

94

Portone Rolling EI2120 laccato avorio
Rolling EI2120 main door, single leaf, lacquered ivory

88

Porta tagliafuoco modello New Idra, laccato grigio
New Idra fire door, lacquered grey

From metal doors, to fire doors or specific for work 
environments, through automatic and armored 
solutions for garages and depots, the products 
guaranteed by FINESTRE ITALIA are the best 
choice for any need.
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Our 
achievements
In Italy
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Hotel Forum ROMA

Maury Ville ACILIA (RM)

Elementary School AQUINO (FR)Cipolla’s  Palace ROMA



Our 
achievements
In Italy
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Sciarra Palace ROMA

Cipolla Palace ROMA

Novotel FIRENZE

Unipol TORINO



external

Our 
achievements
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Yavnael TEL AVIV ISRAEL

Hotel W-JAFFA ISRAEL

Hotel W-JAFFA ISRAELVilla Levy Family ISRAEL



Environmental 
Impact

Energy 
Saving

Thermal 
Insulation

Sound
Proofing

Security Quality

FINESTRE ITALIA is a brand of
Nardonelegno Serramenti and Pellet s.r.l.

Via Ravano, Km 3000
03040 PIGNATARO INTERAMNA (FR)

Tel. 0776/910251

www.finestreitalia.it
info@finestreitalia.it Th
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